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 rar Samsung Wave )Q: How to run procedure that uses procedure from a function and retrieve its result in postgreSQL? I have
a function that has a procedure inside. I want to run the procedure in function from a query, but when I'm doing that I receive

error that function isn't found. Is there any way to resolve that or another way to do that? A: The error message you get is telling
you that the function doesn't exist. If you want to run it, you need to define it somewhere. For example, in this example, we

assume that the function f exists in your schema. create function f() returns integer language plpgsql as $$ begin
execute'myproc'; return 1; end; To see what the function f really does, you can look at the actual code in the body: do $$ declare
x integer; x = f(); end ; Doing this, it will produce an error: ERROR: function f() does not exist LINE 1:...wider.create_process
(integer,integer,text,text,text,text,text,text... ^ HINT: No function matches the given name and argument types. You might need
to add explicit type casts. But if you do it right, you should get the result back: Story highlights CNN re-verified the locations of
Breitbart's stories The verification was made in a program called BuzzSumo (CNN) Breitbart's verification of stories it accused
of being fake news went further than merely linking to their source, the company confirmed to CNN. According to BuzzSumo,

which shares information on news stories, Breitbart's stories were verified in the most popular categories. BuzzSumo helps
people find the most popular news stories, breaking news and popular trending topics. BuzzSumo said that more than 60% of
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